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summary the immune system is the body s tool for preventing or limiting infection its
complex network of cells organs proteins and tissues enable the immune system to defend
the body the immune system is a network of biological systems that protects an organism
from diseases it detects and responds to a wide variety of pathogens from viruses to parasitic
worms as well as cancer cells and objects such as wood splinters distinguishing them from
the organism s own healthy tissue many species have two major subsystems of overview of
the immune system video the immune system is designed to defend the body against foreign
or dangerous invaders such invaders include microorganisms commonly called germs such as
bacteria viruses and fungi parasites such as worms cancer cells transplanted organs and
tissues the immune system is made up of different organs cells and proteins that work
together there are 2 main parts of the immune system the innate immune system you are
born with this the adaptive immune system you develop this when your body is exposed to
microbes or chemicals released by microbes these 2 immune systems work together the
immune system the complex group of defense responses found in humans and other
advanced vertebrates that helps repel disease causing entities immunity from disease is
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conferred by two cooperative defense systems innate immunity and acquired immunity learn
more about the immune system s mechanisms and evolution the immune system responds
to antigens by producing cells that directly attack the pathogen or by producing special
proteins called antibodies antibodies attach to an antigen and attract cells that will engulf
and destroy the pathogen the main cells of the immune system are lymphocytes known as b
cells and t cells



the immune system cells tissues function and disease Apr 30 2024 summary the immune
system is the body s tool for preventing or limiting infection its complex network of cells
organs proteins and tissues enable the immune system to defend the body
immune system wikipedia Mar 30 2024 the immune system is a network of biological
systems that protects an organism from diseases it detects and responds to a wide variety of
pathogens from viruses to parasitic worms as well as cancer cells and objects such as wood
splinters distinguishing them from the organism s own healthy tissue many species have two
major subsystems of
overview of the immune system immune disorders merck Feb 27 2024 overview of the
immune system video the immune system is designed to defend the body against foreign or
dangerous invaders such invaders include microorganisms commonly called germs such as
bacteria viruses and fungi parasites such as worms cancer cells transplanted organs and
tissues
the immune system johns hopkins medicine Jan 28 2024 the immune system is made up of
different organs cells and proteins that work together there are 2 main parts of the immune
system the innate immune system you are born with this the adaptive immune system you
develop this when your body is exposed to microbes or chemicals released by microbes these
2 immune systems work together the
immune system description function facts britannica Dec 27 2023 immune system the
complex group of defense responses found in humans and other advanced vertebrates that



helps repel disease causing entities immunity from disease is conferred by two cooperative
defense systems innate immunity and acquired immunity learn more about the immune
system s mechanisms and evolution
the immune system review article khan academy Nov 25 2023 the immune system responds
to antigens by producing cells that directly attack the pathogen or by producing special
proteins called antibodies antibodies attach to an antigen and attract cells that will engulf
and destroy the pathogen the main cells of the immune system are lymphocytes known as b
cells and t cells
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